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The grassroots movement that launched in October of 1991 as The Bankhead Monitor

and later Wild Alabama was, in a sense, the con�nua�on of work begun in the 1960s by

ac�vists and visionaries who realized the necessity of organizing the people of Alabama

into a powerful coali�on to counter powerful polluters and resource-extrac�ng industries

that poisoned our waters and air, strip-mined our Na�onal Forests and clearcut ancient

hardwood stands.

The Alabama Conservancy, later the Alabama Environmental Council, was conceived in

1967 by a visionary named Mary Burks, her husband Bob and numerous other concerned,

conserva�on-minded people. On May 17th, 1975, the Conservancy celebrated the

establishment of the 12,726-acre Sipsey Wilderness in the Bankhead Na�onal Forest, a�

eran arduous campaign and an Act of Congress. In 1979, a second campaign culminated

in the addi�on of 13,274 acres in 1988, bringing the acreage to up to 24,922 acres.

Many of the members of the Alabama Conservancy joined hands with us and supported us

in every way.

Throughout the Conservancy campaigns to save the Sipsey area, the ridgetops surrounding

the future Sipsey Wilderness were being logged mercilessly, filled with roads, sprayed with

herbicides, burned, and planted in loblolly pine planta�ons. These lands were classified as

“suitable for �mber produc�on.” This issue, the clearcu�ng and conversion of the

Bankhead ridgetops became the focus of our campaigns. With hundreds of miles of

canyons adjacent to the ridges, the impacts were severe due to runoff of silt and poisons.

Two photos of the carnage in Indian Tomb Hollow: bottom photo of the
logging. Top photo is the looted graves in the Indian Tomb bluff shelter

WILD ALABAMA
HOW A GRASS-ROOTS MOVEMENT  REKINDLED  THE CONSERVATION  MOVEMENT 
TO SAVE  THE BANKHEAD  NATIONAL  FOREST  FROM  CLEARCUTTING , POISONING 
AND THE CONVERSION TO LOBLOLLY PINE PLANTATIONS, IE, BIOLOGICAL DESERTS
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Lamar Marshall 1991

Founder, publisher, editor, and executive director of Wild Alabama 17 years,

“By early 1980, the Sipsey had became my place of refuge. During my
explorations alone, I found a secret bluff shelter deep in the central section
of Sipsey Wilderness, way back beyond some twisted tangles of mountain
laurel. I had to crawl under a hidden ledge which opened up into a large
room. I made this my camp and left my primitive tools there between trips.
During all those years, no one ever found my hide-away. I killed my first
deer a mile back into the Sipsey and had to drag it all the way out and
take it to the check-in station operated by Fish and Game. I built fires with
a hand drill and cedar bark. (not a bow drill).”

Several years into our campaign, we contracted with NASA scien�sts to study these

impacts. We also sought special a designa�on and management for the geologically

significant canyons that were outside of the designated Wilderness. Being riparian

zones along streams, the canyons not suitable for �mber management but s�ll

vulnerable for many destruc�ve, ground-disturbing ac�vi�es.

So, though I describe our founding as a con�nua�on of the work of the Alabama

Conservancy, it had an en�rely different mission and goal. The mission of the

Alabama Conservancy movement was to obtain federally designated Wilderness in

26,000 acres of the heart of the Bankhead. Our ba�le would be to protect nearly

150,000 acres of mountaintops forest-wide and later to protect all the Na�onal

Forests of Alabama. The �mber industry was adamantly against the crea�on of the

Sipsey Wilderness. They vowed that not one more inch of the Forest would be off-

limits to logging. When the Bankhead Monitor was incorporated and became a

viable opponent to logging and roadbuilding in the Bankhead, we found ourselves

pi�ed against an organized coali�on of State and Federal agencies, including ADEM,

the USFS, Forest Commission of Alabama and most dangerously, Wise Use groups of

extreme conspiracy theorists funded by corpora�ons. We were branded watermelon

environmentalists - “green on the outside and pink on the inside.” It is one thing to

carry out a campaign from an office a hundred miles away; it is quite another to live

in the “war zone” looking over one’s shoulder all the �me.

In August of 1991, the Forest Service clearcut about 40 acres from the heart of

Indian Tomb Hollow. The local outcry was great, and having just moved into the

Bankhead, I met the people who would change my life and des�ny forever.

Lamar Marshall
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August 22, 1991

Rickey Butch Walker (top) and Dr. Charles
Borden (left) were my first contacts and
inspiration to take on the U.S. Forest
Service policies that were destroying the
native diversity of the ridge tops and
degrading the pristine waters of the
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BLUE CLAN GATHERING IN INDIAN TOMB HOLLOW
Front row stooping: Derick Gillespie ?, Unk boy, Klieta Bagwell, Dawn and Bobby Gillespie, Trach and Greg Preston, Charles “Blue Snake” Kennedy, Pat Weeks, intern Lisa Mulligan, unk, unk.

Upper row: Sheila Moss, dau of Barbara…., Rusty Manasco, Gene Bagwell (hat), unk Indian visitor, ??? Man hat feather, Barbara Smith ?, unk man red cap, Steve…red bandana, visitor from native tribe, Lynn Porter,
Faron

Weeks, Bill Burgess??
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September 20, 1991

Above, one of a series
of meetings of the
Blue Clan and Wild
Alabama participants
in Kinlock Rock
Shelter.

Left: the framework
of the Indian Tomb
Hollow sweat lodge
where ceremonies
were held.
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Early camps of the Blue
Clan of Echotas in Indian
Tomb and other sites
across the Bankhead.

At left is Bobby Gillespie
who was the leader of the
Blue Clan when I met the
group and we began
formulating our plan to
save the Forest. Bobby’s
ancestors are buried in
Indian Tomb Cemetery.
Bobby passed away
several years ago. May his
memory be eternal.

A politically incorrect title for this 1991 article. We are looking for the original
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Bobby
Gillespie

Our first media hit was this piece in the Decatur Daily just after October 1991. After this, there was a 

never-ending in coverage of our work in the local news as well as Associated Press, television 

documentaries, and invitations to speak at Rotary Clubs, garden clubs, environmental orgs, 

historical societies. Within a year, I was travelling all over the East. 
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August 29, 1991

Indian Tomb Hollow clearcut

The sacred marker tree in Indian Tomb Hollow. Butch Walker in center in

light blue shirt
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The Genesis of Wild Alabama

The star�ng point for the Wild Alabama (formerly the Bankhead Monitor) movement began
when I unknowingly encountered extensive clearcuts while riding my horse along remote
ridgetops that joined my private inholding in the Na�onal Forest which coincided with the
protests of Rickey Butch Walker over the clearcu�ng of Indian Tomb Hollow. I found his ar�
cle in The Moulton Adver�ser in a weekly column called “Bankhead Back Trails.” I called Butch
andhe agreed to take me to Indian Tomb Hollow and show me the destruc�on. A�erwards,
he introduced me to Dr. Charles Borden, who educated me concerning the Forest Plan of
Alabama, which directed the Forest Service to cut the forest into a checkerboard of forested
and naked squares.

I was working in Decatur for Amoco Chemicals as an electrical and instrumenta�on designer.
The pay was good. I had no idea that in a few months I would leave corporate America and
become a forest ac�vist. It was as if I was swept up in a whirlwind of energies beyond my
ability to resist. I can only a�ribute the new path as a divine circumstance. This is a history of
how a �ny grassroots group in a Na�onal Forest grew into na�onal prominence in less than a
decade. It began with the clearcu�ng of Indian Tomb Hollow in the summer of 1991.

Though it has been fi�een years since I le� Alabama to extend our Alabama cultural
conserva�on to the Na�onal Forests of North Carolina, I want to document how The Bankhead
Monitor became Wild Alabama and eventually helped to revise the Forest Plans that manage
the Southeastern Na�onal Forests. These successes include promo�ng the restora�on of
na�ve plant and animal habitats, ending the conversion of hardwood communi�es to
biologically impoverished pine planta�ons, the wri�ng of new cultural heritage management
prescrip�ons and prescrip�ons to recognize and protect Bankhead's limestone and sandstone
canyons. Our successful special projects include the designa�on of the Kinlock and Indian
Tomb Hollow Historic Districts and the Flint Creek Botanical Area.

I want to record my story as a conserva�onist who was con�nually harassed and threatened
with physical harm in a dangerous rural se�ng from local and State opponents and how so
many good people from all walks of life, appeared and like a snowball rolling down a blanketed
mountainside, the movement grew into an avalanche. Na�ve American descendants, hikers
and campers, botanists, scien�sts, philanthropists, fishers, schoolteachers, garden clubs,
birders, foresters, and plain folks took a stand and demanded an end to industrial forestry
prac�ces in the Bankhead Na�onal Forest in north Alabama.

The Endangered Species Act signed by President Richard Nixon in 1973 addressed the
impera�ve need to conserve plant and animal species that face danger of ex�nc�on, not only
from the loss of habitat but from the pollu�ng of the environment. In the late 1980s and early
1990s the spo�ed owl became emblema�c of the issue of massive clearcu�ng in the large
Na�onal Forests of Oregon and Washington State.

In 1976, the Na�onal Forest Management Act came into being. This act
mandated that the Forest Service maintain viable popula�ons of exis�ng na�ve
species in planning areas. Planning areas are where logging, controlled burning,
thinning, habitat improvement, road building, or recrea�on, could take place.
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Although there was resistance to the Alabama campaign of the early 1970s that
led to the establishment of the Sipsey Wilderness and a decade later, its
expansion, the poli�cal landscape was much more congenial then. The
Conservancy mee�ngs were far away and most of the ac�on was in the
prepara�on of plant and animal studies and the legal wranglings of elected
officials. This was something new and the industrial �mber lobby had not yet
established an organized resistance to forest preserva�on in the eastern United
States. The Forest wars at that �me were in the Pacific Northwest. The 1964
Wilderness Act was for western Wilderness and the concept did not cross the
Mississippi River un�l the Alabama Conservancy launched the Eastern
Wilderness Movement that resulted in the Eastern Wilderness Act of 1975 which
was introduced by Alabama Senator John Sparkman. The Act establishing the
Sipsey Wilderness in Alabama also gave birth dozens of new Wilderness areas
across the United States. Where originally only virgin lands could qualify for
wilderness designa�on, restored lands were now eligible under the new
requirements.

Flattened Musk Turtle, left and the Alabama Streak Sorus Fern are two
threatened or endangered species found in the Bankhead. There are also
several species of mussels that are listed and found in the Bankhead.

This meeting nearly ended with me getting beat up. The preacher
intervened and said “There’ll not be any bloodshed in my church!”
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When Eastern Wilderness areas began to be designated, it didn’t take long for
Wise Use groups to spring up. They were organized by wealthy mining and
�mber lobbies and began strategic planning to neutralize any new wilderness
proposals that would “lock up the land” from mining, road building, and logging.
Propaganda was disseminated from coast to coast. Loggers and local saw-millers
were contracted by the Forest Service. Most of the people employed by the local
and corporate �mber industry were good friends with Forest Service personnel,
and while government employees careful to avoid violent situa�ons, the rural
ruffians were not bound by behavioral regula�on. Truck-driving coal mine
employees and loggers could get mad, mean, and dangerous. Later, when Wild
Alabama launched its Na�onal Monument Campaign, a Wise Use group called
“People for the West” came to the Bankhead and organized against the
movement. I will devote a whole chapter to this campaign and perils it brought
with it. As an evolving strategy, we realized that most people in Alabama at that
�me did not iden�fy as environmentalists and were not very interested in
protec�ng endangered species. They were led to believe by mainstream
corporate polluters that the implementa�on of environmental regula�ons would
kill jobs and the economy. Our message and mission had to be different from the
status quo environmental message of protec�ng endangered species and
a�acking polluters. This is where my upbringing and various corporate disciplines
gave me a great advantage over others in the na�onal environmental movement
in the early 1990s. I can expound on this subject in detail later but I was not
confined to Alabama for long before I traveled across the country and was
exposed to Green Peace, Earth Firsters, and every na�onal flavor in the spectrum
of forest ac�vist.
I was not an ordinary environmentalist. I must give a brief sketch of my early
years which were cri�cal to my ability to carry on the campaigns in the Forests. I
grew up in a very conserva�ve and patrio�c family. As a Chris�an, I viewed the
world through the lens of the Holy Scriptures. I saw (and see) myself as a steward
of God’s incredible crea�on. I grew up well-versed in conserva�ve Democrat and
Republican poli�cal philosophy as my Daddy was a Democrat and my Uncle a
Republican. I worked with the John Birch Society as a youth director. (Gasp!) It
empowered me to deal with the Wise Use groups a�er 1991. I was a young
naturalist who never played grammar school sports or li�le league. I spent all my
�me in the local woods studying birds, snakes, tadpoles, and the lost ways of the
most free people on the earth, Na�ve Americans of Na�ve America. I abhorred
the concrete jungles of the city and the torrents of pollu�on that spewed out of
the smokestacks of the steel mills in Birmingham, Alabama in the 1960s.
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During my early summer years from about 8 to 12, I spent months with my
grandparents on the same farm my father grew up on and I worked in the
gardens, helped put up food and hunted rabbits with my Paw Paw. My
grandmother caught the Sunday chicken in the yard, wrung its neck and
processed it for lunch. I learned to hunt, fish and to shoot. I was given my first
rifle, a .22, at thirteen and taught firearm safety. I later became a proficient
combat shooter with handguns.
I joined the Boy Scouts at 13 and spent the next seven years under one of the
last old �me leaders who could have been a Marine Corps Drill Instructor. We
learned orienteering in the wild and traversed cross country by topographic map
and compass. Failure was not permi�ed. We honed our skills and I eventually
crossed all the major wilderness area in the Rocky Mountains of the West cross-
country for weeks at a �me. By 17 and 18, my ex-scoutmaster and I were making
three-week canoe trips across Que�co Provincial Park in the Canadian
Wilderness, and I expanded the canoe adventures across the Okefenokee
Swamp, the Mobile Delta Country and all the major rivers in the Southeast. I
build a Tom Sawyer/Huck Finn ra� and floated ten days from Selma, Alabama to
the Mobile Bay. I trapped fur for many years and did so for a living for one year
on the Locust and Mulberry Forks of the Warrior River. I studied mar�al arts and
was the Alabama State Powerli�ing champion in 1971. All of these skills gave me
complete confidence in the wilderness and also whenever I was physically
threatened by, let’s just use the term, “ruffians,” in Winston and Lawrence
Coun�es. Those days are gone and the current era of partnerships and
collabora�on are working well. U.S. Forest Service management prac�ces have
changed with the new Forest Plan and the new Wild Alabama should enjoy a
more friendly atmosphere.
I worked for 24 years in corporate America for engineering companies primarily
on the design of paper mills including Champion Interna�onal. I became a
designer and dra�sman. A�er that, I worked for a land surveying company in
north Alabama that surveyed the Talladega Na�onal Forest boundaries. To
summarize, all of my life experiences prepared me for the perfect moment in
�me to move into the Bankhead Na�onal Forest in 1991 and step into the
ongoing arena of conten�on over the logging of Indian Tomb Hollow. My
experience also helped me to use a cultural heritage strategy as our message of
outreach. We wanted to defend our na�onal forests because our ancestors lived,
died and are buried there. We all live downstream and the Tennessee Divide is
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the Wilderness 24 hours a day. They knew where I lived and maxed out their
loud “jake brakes” when they passed my house on that desolate stretch of
highway. Over the years I found myself in some serious situa�ons. I was held
hostage with a gun aimed at my chest for near a half hour in the Sipsey
Wilderness once, another �me threatened to be lynched, s�ll another to have
my store burned down, and once almost cornered and beaten up in a remote
church during a mee�ng. I was called a communist, an agent of the United
Na�ons and many descrip�ve unrepeatable names.
A�er this introduc�on, I will present a more detailed history, blow by blow,
graphically illustrated with photos, maps and news stories of the growing
influence and power of the Bankhead Monitor and Wild Alabama. In addi�on, I
will be bringing into the story chronologically all the folks not yet introduced, the
Manascos, Weeks, Russells, Bordens, John Randolph, Prestons, Maples, Janice,
Li�lefords, etc.

the backbone of Alabama from whence pure headsprings of water emanate from
the earth and water the emerald canyons. The Na�onal Forests of Alabama are
representa�ves of Na�ve America and filled with sacred cultural sites.
For me, the early Wild Alabama years were a boots-on-the-ground profession
and a dream come true. I had a warrior spirit and I wanted to defend my habitat.
That habitat was Bankhead and Sipsey. Those that destroyed it were to be
countered by all (but only) legal means: li�ga�on when necessary and
expedient, the pe��oning of elected officials, and campaigns and the news
media. We exploited all the above.
The ba�le for the Bankhead provided the opportunity I had always dreamed of.
A life in the woods, hiking, camping, exploring the endless canyons by map and
compass, and teaching young people outdoor skills.
Now, my job became crea�ng a campaign that would end the clearcu�ng on the
Bankhead Na�onal Forest. I had a feeling in the back of my mind that I was some
type of mercenary. A�er all, I was soon salaried and staffed and given a green
light to do something produc�ve. Unfortunately, this would require the
a�ending of public hearings with the �mber industry, their Wise Use cronies,
government spokespersons, as well as conserva�onists.
Loggers wanted more logs, the Ruffled Grouse Society demanded more clearcuts
to create grouse habitat, horseback riders wanted more horse trails, and The
Bankhead Monitor wanted an end to clearcu�ng, poisoning, more roads and
loblolly pine planta�ons. The work would include endless field trips for groups
like the Sierra Club, Wilderness Society, Audubon, or local schools who brought
en�re busloads of children to hike along a trail with instructors who would
reconnect them to their ancient roots in the earth. Our headquarters was first
located at the entrance to the Bankhead at Wren and the intersec�on of
Highways 33 and 36 in an old building owned by a man across the road with a
store. We could not sell candy, cold drinks or anything that competed with his
sales.
Through the next decade I found myself in dangerous situa�ons and had many
threats against my life and property. I was beginning to wonder if it was smart to
live in enemy territory. For several years I lived in an underground house on a
two-acre plot of land only 100 feet from the eastern boundary of the Sipsey
Wilderness and surrounded on the other three sides by the Bankhead Na�onal
Forest. My nearest neighbors were miles away and I can’t say they were
neighborly. Logging and coal trucks ran the highway adjoining my property and Former Forest Supervisor John Yancey and Wild Alabama

attorney Ray Vaughan survey Bankhead National Forest land
that was traded away and strip mined.
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The excerpt at left was published in Wild Alabama in 1996 after the Oakville Indian
Mounds Protest which brought regional U.S. Forest Service representatives to
Alabama to listen to the grievances of the public. The 18,000 acre moratorium was
the result.

This is part one of the Battle for the Bankhead and it leads off with a brief recounting
of how Indian Tomb Hollow was illegally logged with a bogus archaeological survey
performed by a silviculturist (tree specialist) with no anthropological, archaeological
or cultural training. He stated he didn’t see any signs of Indians having been there
and didn’t realize that there was a connection between the name “Indian Tomb
Hollow” and Indians or graves.

The Oakville Indian Mounds Protest
Greg Preston at left; Lamar speaking, our attorney from Wildlaw , Ray Vaughan upper right.
The Forest Service had just damaged more areas of Kinlock and the High Town Path (Leola Road.)
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Kĥǉ N Żł Żṛ ǽǌ¹ _Ťḡḏ Ắpṩĥṛ ṩ ǌʒ ṩḡḏ ČŻł ȷ ḡḏŻĉ ¹\ ṏŻĥł ṩḏĉ ǌẗ p

ʒĥpṛ ṩ ṛ ĥǯ ł ĥł ӣΩΩӥ ¼æḏǩǌũ ¾⁶ Ĭ ǽŻǩǩḏĉ N ŻpẅČẗ pȷ ṛ ṛ ǌǌł Żʒṩḏp

ǉ ḏḏṩĥł ǯ Čẗ ṩǽḡ ŴŻǩȷ ḏp Żł ĉ ÇḡŻpǩḏṛ Čǌpĉ ḏł ⁶ Ṥḡḏ ṛ Żĥĉ

ṩḡŻṩ Ĭ ǉ ẗ ṛ ṩ ǽǌł ṩŻǽṩ Kĥǉ ⁶ Ȟḏ æḏǽŻǉ ḏ Ż ʒpĥḏł ĉ Żł ĉ

ṛ ṩŻẗ ł ǽḡ ŻǩǩẅŻł ĉ ĥł ṩḏǯ pŻǩṏǩŻẅḏp ǌʒ ǌẗ p ũ ǌpȷ ⁶

Qḡǌṩǌæḏǩǌũ ⁰ ǩḏʒṩ ṩǌpĥǯ ḡṩ¹ ĥł ṩḏpł Ĺĥṛ Ż N ẗ ǩǩĥǯ Żł ʒpǌǉ

ẮṏṏŻǩŻǽḡĥŻł Ẃǌĥǽḏṛ ¹ Čǌǌł ḏ¹ ŃÇ¹ ǉ ẅṛ ḏǩʒ Żł ĉ Ĺẅł ł Qǌpṩḏp¹

Ż ǉ ḏǉ æḏp ǌʒ ṩḡḏ Čǩẗ ḏ ÇǩŻł ⁶
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The first sketch of a newsletter The first newsletter
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41Newsletter number 2
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43Newsletter number 3 Number 4 - a real magazine
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